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We offer glasses free 3D camera and Post Production plug-ins for
the most spread content creation tools on the market as well as
our standalone glasses free 3D video encoding software Aure.
Our Multi-Stream 3D video format has no limitations as compared
to other limited formats such as 2DplusDepth or tiled formats. It’s
flexible, scalable and has no resolution constraints.

Our experienced team of artists, including auto-stereoscopy
veterans from the early beginnings of this technology as well as
creative heads with a 3D production proven skillset, is one of the
best in this still new industry. You, too, can profit from our experience.

You want to stay with your existing content provider for auto-stereoscopic production, but you are unsure whether or not they have
the needed equipment and talent to do so? No problem - we‘ll have
a look and give you our best advice. If it‘s a fit, we‘ll provide our
plug-ins plus content creation training to get them up to speed.
Want to build up your own content creation team? Still no problem
- we‘ll advice on the needed hardware/software, artists and
production workflows.
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When buying our full solution you‘ll get a fully preconfigured and
easy to use state of the art content management system with
your own login, highly secured over VPN. You’ll get all the benefits
as you may know them from other systems: Easy content upload
and categorizing, building & managing playlists including runtime
controls, setting screen groups, reportings and much more. But
the tricky parts of the CMS like display system monitoring and
remote maintenance of these systems we’ll take care of if you
wish.

Based in Hamburg, our German Headquarter, our Broadcast
server runs the CMS, transmits your spots and controls your
network - 24/7. Our sever infrastructure is up to par with todays
standards, like redundancy, UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply)
and next day business support.

Safety first. We want your network to be as secure as possible. We
solely use highly secured VPN gateways to build up connections
between our broadcast server and the client systems (Display
systems). This way only YOU can take control of your network.
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CMS - 3D player - 3G/4G connected

Our plug & play 3D Systems ship with a preinstalled and fully
configured playback PC with CMS client and our integrated 3D
Player (io player) for smooth 4K-playback, a VPN 3G/4G Router for
wireless and secure content transmission and an IP Power Strip
for remote power supply control.

We offer unique and custom system designs, brandable or with
the color of your choise.

Our 3D system service includes the monitoring of the system
status via CMS including content transmissions, display status, 3D
player status and online status. In the rare case of abnormal
behaviour we perform remote maintenance services to get the
systems back on track. CMS client and 3D player updates are
included.
We also train your IT staff for on site services like system
component replacements.
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